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ECONOMIC DATA OF
SRI LANKA & GERMANY

Inflation in Sri Lanka

On year-on-year basis, National Consumer
Price Index (NCPI) (2021=100) based
headline inflation increased to 6.5 per cent
in January 2024 from 4.2 per cent in
December 2023. Further, the Food inflation
recorded 4.1 per cent, while the Non-Food
inflation recorded 8.5 per cent in January
2024. Furthermore, the NCPI based core
inflation increased to 2.2 per cent in
January 2024 from 0.9 per cent in
December 2023.

Inflation in Germany

Inflation Rate in Germany, measured as
the year-on-year change in the consumer
price index (CPI), stood at +2.9% in
January 2024. The inflation rate was
+3.7% in December 2023 and +3.2% in
November 2023. The last time inflation
was lower than in January 2024 was in
June 2021, when it stood at +2.4%.

Sri Lanka Trade Statisti cs

Sri Lanka’s merchandise exports
decreased by 11.25% to US$ 947.5
Million in December 2023 compared to
December 2022 as per the provisional
data released by the Sri Lanka Customs.
Also, it is a 5.16 % decrease when
compared to the value recorded in
November 2023.

However the exports of Apparel and
Textile recorded the highest in the year in
December 2023 showing a positive sign of
regaining its momentum.

Comparison of Monthly Merchandise Export
Performance 2020 – 2023

Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index Services Purchasing Managers’ Index



Germany Trade Statisti cs

German Imports from Sri Lanka were reported at 64,424.000 EUR in November 2023.
This records an increase from the previous number of 58,343.000 EUR during October
2023.

EU Trade Statisti cs

Exports to the European Union (EU) which accounts for 24% of Sri Lanka’s exports
during the month of December 2023 decreased by 5.52 % y-o-y to US$ 226.05 Mn.
Further, exports to the European Union (EU) decreased by 10.75 % y-o-y to US$
2,711.93 Mn during the period of January to December 2023 compared to the
corresponding period of previous year.

Exports to the top five EU markets were recoded as; Italy US$ 679.05 Mn (increased by
6.07 %), Germany US$ 587.4 Mn (decreased by 21.11 %), Netherlands US$ 343.47 Mn
(decreased by 19.8 %), France US$ 304.95 Mn. (increased by 18.42 %) and Belgium
US$ 221.45 Mn (decreased by 28.03 %) during the year 2023 in comparison to 2022.



Sri Lankan Global Exports (Source: EDB)

Apparel and Textile Exports

Export earnings from Apparel & Textile have decreased by 8.64
% y-o-y to US$ 438.78 Million in December 2023 compared to
December 2022. However, exports of Apparel and Textile
recorded the highest in the year in December 2023 showing a
positive sign of regaining its momentum.

Rubber-based Exports

Export earnings from Rubber and Rubber Finished products have
increased by 6.92 % y-o-y to US$ 79.62 Mn in December 2023, with
the strong performance in exports of Pneumatic & Retreated Rubber
Tyres & Tubes (18.43 %).

Tea Exports

Earnings from export of Tea increased y-o-y by 4.06 % to US$
1,390.9 Mn in the period of January to December 2023. This increase
was mainly due to the strong performance in export of Tea packets
(10.95 %).

Coconut-based Exports

Export earnings of Coconut fiber-based products decreased by
14.65% in December 2023 compared to December 2022. Being the
largest contributor to Coconut based sector, Coco Peat, Fiber Pith &
Moulded products which are categorized under the Coconut fibre
products, decreased by 14.94 % to US$ 8.48 Mn in December 2023
in comparison to December 2022.



Germany Exports to Sri Lanka in 2023

Machinery, Nuclear Reactors, Boilers

Germany exports of machinery, nuclear reactors, boilers to Sri
Lanka was US$34.01 Million during 2023.

Notably, turbo-jets, turbo-propellers, and other gas turbines are
the most prominent exports within this category to Sri Lanka.

Optical, Photo, Technical, Medical Apparatus

Germany Exports of optical, photo, technical, medical apparatus to
Sri Lanka was US$14.35 Million during 2023.

Notably, instruments and appliances used in medical, surgical, and
dental/veterinary are the most prominent exports within this category
to Sri Lanka.

Electrical, Electronic Equipment

Germany Exports of electrical, electronic equipment to Sri Lanka was
US$26.67 Million during 2023.

Notably, electronic integrated circuits and microassemblies are the
most prominent exports within this category to Sri Lanka.

Germany Exports to Sri Lanka was US$202.7 Million during 2023, according to the UN
COMTRADE database on international trade. Germany Exports to Sri Lanka - data,
historical chart and statistics - was last updated on February of 2024.

Below are the top three exports to Sri Lanka:



The German trade fair industry is starting the New Year with strong tailwind: According to
initial estimates by the Association of the German Trade Fair Industry, AUMA, at least
180,000 exhibiting companies and 11.5 million visitors were guests at German exhibition
grounds in 2023. This represents an increase of around 40,000 exhibitors and almost four
million visitors compared to the figures of the previous year. Following the lifting of COVID-19
restrictions, international leading trade fairs in Germany particularly have recovered well.

CURRENT
DEVELOPMENTS

German Trade Fair Year Ready for Take-off with Strong Tailwind

 In addition, the world’s leading trade fair for carpets and floor coverings, Domotex, kicks off
this Thursday in Hanover. No fewer than ten trade fairs will be opening their doors across
Germany this coming weekend. With a densely packed first quarter, the trade fair calendar will
be particularly busy in early February and throughout the whole of March, with a dozen trade
fairs running simultaneously at certain times.

Philip Harting, Chair of the Association of the German Trade Fair Industry, AUMA: “Trade fairs
bring business to life. In 2023, we were able to celebrate the success of numerous strong trade
fairs all across Germany. Our globally leading exhibition venues are incredibly popular among
international exhibitors and trade visitors. For 2024, we anticipate further recovery for trade fair
organisers. The economy, which in light of increasing global tension and unpredictable political
developments finds itself under enormous pressure, needs its industry trade fairs now more
than ever. They are of exceptional importance regarding the transformation of economic life.
The Federal Government must do its part in strengthening Germany as a trade fair venue.”

The major importance of trade fairs was evident in the first, as yet unpublished AUMA survey,
conducted among 400 exhibiting companies after the end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
According to the survey, those polled are planning just as many trade fair appearances this
year and next year as they did in the previous two years – provided the political environment
does not deteriorate. Forty-three per cent of the companies are even planning to increase their
trade fair budget. The complete survey will be published in the coming weeks.

More than 330 trade fairs are planned in
Germany for 2024. Almost 180 are national or
international trade fairs within their respective
branches of industry. The schedule of events
kicks off this week with the international trade
fair for home and contract textiles, Heimtextil,
in Frankfurt, along with the European trade
show for the promotional products industry,
PSI, in Dusseldorf.



So far for the year 2024, Sri Lanka has welcomed a total of 27,360 German tourists,
confirming its position as the 4th most visited country among the top 20 destinations

TOURISM NEWS IN
SRI LANKA

German Tourist Arrivals in Sri Lanka
(01st January to 25th February)

German Tourist Arrivals in Sri Lanka (01st to 25th February)

During the period spanning from the 01st to the
25th of February, Sri Lanka has welcomed a total
of 13,767 German tourists, confirming its position
as the 4th most visited country among the top 10
destinations. This accounts for 7% of the total
tourist arrivals in the country from the top ten
nations during this period.



An Exclusive Interview with Dr. Parakrama Dissanayake  - 
Deputy Chairman & Managing Director at Aitken Spence PLC

1.
As a prominent blue-chip conglomerate
deeply embedded in Sri Lanka, how does
Aitken Spence systematically evaluate
the economic landscape of the country
to discern and respond to both potential
challenges and emerging opportunities?

The challenges that the Sri Lankan economy is
facing has been further exacerbated with the
increase in poverty rates nationally and
particularly in urban and semi-urban areas. The
debt restructuring, the quantum payable per
annum will determine our balance of payment,
woes. However, these challenges can be turned
into transformative opportunities. Firstly,
structural reforms in governance,
implementing transparent policies, prudent
expenditure management are essential steps
to address fiscal deficits and manage debt
levels. To attract foreign direct investment, the
state will also have to facilitate the ease of
doing business and improve our ranking in the
Logistics Performance Index.

Dr. Parakrama Dissanay ake  - 
Deputy Chairman & Managing Director at

Aitken Spence PLC

Amid challenging economic conditions, how does Aitken Spence foster and
drive innovation within its operations, ensuring a resilient and adaptive
approach to industry dynamics?

2.
The Aitken Spence Group embarked on a transformation strategy prior to the pandemic and
that helped us to embrace digital innovation and in turn empowered us to enhance
efficiency, elevate customer experience and uncover new avenues for growth. In
preparation for future changes, we are building competencies and fostering behavioral
shifts within our teams, ensuring readiness for the transformation ahead.

Many of the Group’s efforts to drive innovation take place through talent management,
innovation-led programmes, integrated and collaborative teams across the diverse
business sectors to identify synergies and innovative ideas.

Increased investment in technology and innovation essentially upskilling the employed
youth and reduce the brain drain. Moreover, infrastructure development in transportation
and energy can open up new economic corridors, attract foreign direct investment, and
create jobs, ultimately fostering balanced regional development. If we can achieve these,
Sri Lanka can transform its challenges into opportunities by reimagining economic growth.



The Aitken Spence Group has a vision to achieve excellence in its business segments,
not just in Sri Lanka but across new frontiers, we are committed to our goal of
becoming a competitive global market leader in the region. To achieve this, the Group
has joined hands with renowned global brands, forming mutually beneficial alliances
that have lasted decades. We have built our presence in 10 countries and will continue
to grow through strategic partnerships. 
 
Over the years we have expanded our renewable energy portfolio and will persist in
doing so. We will continue to invest in strengthening our value chain and promoting
circularity and responsible business practices. We envisage a Sri Lanka thriving in a
low carbon economy with Aitken Spence at the forefront as a net-zero conglomerate. 

3.

4. Looking ahead, could you share the overarching strategic priorities that will
shape Aitken Spence's trajectory in the upcoming years?

Could you provide a detailed overview of Aitken Spence's comprehensive
approach to risk management, outlining the strategies, tools, and
frameworks employed to navigate uncertainties effectively?

The Group has a centralised risk management process using a central Risk Register
which is updated regularly by the business segments to enable the preparation of a
consolidated risk register for the Group. This also ensures that business segments take
a holistic approach in identifying and assessing risks from a continuously updated risk
universe and a common taxonomy and classification is followed, facilitating
consolidation. 
 
The Group commenced a process to ensure business continuity management by
working on Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) strategies for the Group. Since 2017/208, we
have been educating our top management, departmental heads and core team
members on DRR/ Business Continuity Management. Through this team, we have
formed segmental teams with senior management representatives and worked closely
with the Asia Pacific Alliance for Disaster Management – Sri Lanka, to build required
capacity for this purpose. These teams have identified potential vulnerabilities of the
Group by assessing possible man-made or natural disasters against six key assets:
People, Property, Equipment, Data, Inventory, and Business Activity. These are
mapped to visually identify which risks pose the biggest threats and which assets are
most vulnerable so that the teams can prioritise strategies for mitigation and resource
allocation. 
 
Aitken Spence was one of only three entities from Sri Lanka that was recognised at the
10-year anniversary event of the Asia Pacific Alliance for Disaster Management (A-
PAD) in Japan for long term commitment and action.



in a fruitful discussion, the Minister expressed gratitude for Germany's enduring support
in both business and political realms, highlighting the substantial contributions made by
German companies and institutes to Sri Lanka's economic landscape. Minister
Rajapakshe emphasized the positive impact of German initiatives on employment
generation and the enhancement of skills among Sri Lankan citizens, enabling them to
compete at international standards. 

Ms.Von Schönburg underscored the importance of a transparent legislative framework
and the development of mid- and long-term national strategies to facilitate the operations
of German companies in Sri Lanka. She also emphasized the need to attract new
businesses and investments to further strengthen bilateral ties.

During the conversation, delegates from AHK Sri Lanka raised concerns about sector-
specific uncertainties and their potential repercussions on the Sri Lankan economy. The
Minister assured a collaborative approach to address these challenges, fostering an
environment conducive to sustained growth and cooperation.

The visit serves as a testament to the commitment of both parties to foster stronger
economic ties and cooperation between Germany and Sri Lanka. AHK Sri Lanka remains
dedicated to facilitating dialogue and collaboration between the business communities of
both nations.

NEWS FROM AHK SRI LANKA

Delegation of German Industry and Commerce in Sri Lanka Calls
on Minister of Justice Wijeyadasa Rajapakshe

The Chief Delegate of the
Delegation of German
Industry and Commerce in
Sri Lanka (AHK Sri Lanka),
Ms. Marie Antonia von
Schönburg, along with her
team, and representatives
from German businesses,
recently paid a courtesy
visit to the Minister of
Justice, Wijeyadasa
Rajapakshe.



The annual graduation ceremony of the DIMO Academy, held recently at the BMICH,
marked a significant milestone for graduates and showcased the dedication of the
Delegation of German Industry and Commerce in Sri Lanka (AHK Sri Lanka).

AHK Sri Lanka took immense pride in the event, as it provided certifications for the
Vocational Education and Training (VET) qualification in Automobile Mechatronics.
This certification adheres to the German standards DIHK quality standards category A,
underscoring AHK Sri Lanka’s commitment to excellence in vocational education.

In collaboration with the DIMO Academy, AHK Sri Lanka plays a pivotal role in
supporting and advancing vocational education. This partnership exemplifies the
positive impact that can have on the educational landscape and economic
development of a nation.

AHK Sri Lanka's dedication to fostering economic development and generating high-
quality jobs in Sri Lanka is clearly demonstrated through its involvement in dual-
vocational programmes. By facilitating initiatives such as these, AHK Sri Lanka
actively contributes to improving Sri Lanka's industries and sectors.

DIMO Academy Graduation: AHK Sri Lanka Highlights
Dedication to Vocational Training



The 88th edition of International Green
Week (IGW) is a leading B2C food and
agriculture exhibition. It anticipates
1,400 exhibitors, 1,900+ journalists, and
400,000+ visitors from 61 countries.

UPCOMING TRADE FAIRSUPCOMING TRADE FAIRS

J anuary 19-28, 2024

Messe Berlin, Germany
Anuga FoodTec is the only global trade
fair encompassing food production's full
range: processing, packaging, and storage.
It's the top hub for information and
procurement in the worldwide food and
beverage sector.

March 19-22, 2024

Koelnmesse, Germany

The international print industry will once
again meet at Drupa, the world's leading
trade fair for print technologies. 1,828
exhibitors from 54 countries, 270,000
trave visitors from 183 countries and
1,824 accredited journalists are expected
to participate.

May 28 - June 7, 2024

Messe Duesseldorf,
Germany

The International trade fair for the tire
industry: “TIRE Cologne” is a Motor
vehicle and tire workshop equipment
features prominently in addition to tires
and wheels. 300 exhibitors and 12,000
trade visitors are expected.

June 04 - 06, 2024

Koelnmesse, Germany

At Spoga+Gafa you will find all the
trends and new products for the garden:
from outdoor furniture, decoration,
sports &games to plants, garden tools,
smart gadgets and must-haves from the
BBQ sector.

June 16 - 18, 2024

Under the Motto ‘Connecting Solar
Businesses’ Inter Solar has been
providing a networking opportunity for
key players of the industry for the past
30 years. It focuses on the latest trends,
developments, and business models of
the industry.

June 19 - 21,
2024

Munich,
Germany

For more information on trade fairs, please contact: 
Mr. Malintha Gajanayake, Head of Corporate Affairs & Export Promotions via malintha@srilanka.ahk.de

Koelnmesse, Germany

mailto:malintha@srilanka.ahk.de






Aitken Spence Logistics offers a best-in-class
Container Freight Station complementary to
the region’s buoyant growth 

News from our Partners

of Colombo and Bandaranaike International Airport. Its convenient access to the country's main highways and
expressways further enhances its accessibility, positioning Aitken Spence Logistics as a pivotal player in the
region's logistics landscape. Featuring the cutting-edge infrastructure designed to meet the diverse needs of various
industry verticals, the facility boasts 32 loading docks and 15,000 pallet positions. The storage capacity of 20,000
Cubic Meters (CBM) underscores the facility's capability to accommodate the evolving demands of the dynamic
market.

The new Container Freight Station (CFS) ensures the efficient and swift handling of key operations, including export
consolidation, bonded warehousing, and third-party logistics (3PL) services. Strategically positioned to excel in
export consolidation, the new CFS provides businesses with a centralised hub for consolidating export shipments. It
also offers secure bonded warehousing facilities, allowing clients to store goods 

The latest Container Freight Station (CFS) not only stands as a strategic powerhouse for export consolidation but
also offers synergistic benefits through the company’s inland container depot and an owned transport fleet. This
holistic approach fosters not only operational efficiency but also brings cost advantages and greater control over the
entire logistics ecosystem. The facility seamlessly integrates advanced technologies into CFS operations. State-of-
the-art tracking and monitoring systems provide real-time visibility of cargo movements, contributing to enhanced
efficiency and transparency across the supply chain.

The new CFS places a strong emphasis on Customs compliance and security. Rigorous security measures and
compliance protocols are in place to safeguard cargo integrity, ensuring that the facility adheres to international
standards and regulatory requirements. Moreover, the new CFS entails in-house Customs and Quality Assurance
(QA) centers enhancing the consolidation process. Recognising the diverse needs of its clients, Aitken Spence
Logistics provides customisable options to accommodate various inventory management strategies, contributing to
enhanced efficiency for its clientele.

Aitken Spence Logistics is committed to sustainability, and thus, the new CFS has been constructed with a focus on
environmental considerations. The company places a high priority on environmental sustainability by incorporating
eco-friendly features within the CFS, including energy-efficient lighting, rainwater harvesting, provisions for solar
power and comprehensive waste management systems. Aitken Spence Logistics is dedicated to reducing its carbon
footprint and actively promoting green logistics practices.

Aitken Spence Logistics unveils its latest
state-of-the-art Container Freight Station
(CFS) to facilitate the growing requirements
of the supply chain community in the region.
This 100,000 sq. ft. facility, strategically
positioned within the main logistics complex
in Mabole, Wattala, reflects the company's
commitment to serve the Export-Import
community of the region, providing
operational excellence, supply chain value
creation, and unparalleled service delivery.

The newly commissioned CFS provides a
strategic advantage to businesses by being
situated in close proximity to both the Port





Häfele Introduces Latest Drawer Systems -
Matrixbox Premium

News from our Partners

Häfele is offering its top-of-the-line German engineered drawer systems range – Matrixbox, equipped
with cutting-edge technology that enhances movement and adds functionality as well as style. The
Matrixbox Premium drawer system from this range, manufactured at Häfele production plant in
Kenzingen, Germany, combines performance with exceptional value. It operates smoothly, opens
swiftly, and closes with precision.

The product comes in three trendy finishes - Metallic Anthracite, Metallic Silver and White, making the
drawer systems stand out from the rest.  

The users can configure different applications with this system which comes with a wide range of
accessories. It enables flexible drawer heights with the round or rectangular galleries and height
extension side panels that come in matching finishes as the standard drawers.

In addition, one can create a new design philosophy by choosing an accessory set that allows users to
insert attractive side décor options. Its modern and streamlined design can be consistently
implemented in standard as well as inner drawers.  

Matrixbox Premium comes equipped with Soft-Close as well as Push-to-Open Soft-Close runner
system functionalities in weight carrying capacities of 35kg and 50kg. This premium drawer system
features simple assembly and easy adjustment as well as unrivalled design and flexibility in
application.

It is suitable for installation in kitchens, bedrooms, bathrooms, and home offices, as well as
commercial and industrial environments. With a robust testing record of 100,000 cycles, these
systems are well proven to be reliable and durable over a long period of time.

www.hafele.lk | customercarelk@hafele.lk | Customer Care number 011 20 55 55 8 

http://www.hafele.lk/
mailto:customercarelk@hafele.lk






The Zoella Bra by Noyon: Lace lingerie that
offers support, eliminates discomfort and
celebrates natural curves

News from our Partners

The quest for the perfect bra has been a long and evolving
journey in the world of lingerie. Several products,
designed specifically with petite consumers in mind, tend
to leave larger size wearers with ill fitting, thicker bras
that come in limited styles and designs. Research shows
that women with larger breasts struggle more with chafing
and discomfort. 80% of consumers in their 30s and above
look for lace garments that offer support and control while
60% find lace garments itchy, rough and less durable.

To make garments that are comfortable for all wearers,
that provide support, and address the pains of 
traditional lace was a task readily fulfilled by the Inntrix
team at Noyon. Imagine a bra that resolves all 
the qualms associated with lace undergarments—
itchiness, discomfort, and the perpetual fear of lace 
showing through tops and t-shirts. That is the Zoella Bra
by Inntrix.

This is a bra made of lace fabric that addresses consumer
concerns, particularly for those who grapple
with discomfort and the lack of support. The bra features
seamless zones of different compression 
levels, strategically placed to support the velocity of the
bust. The Zoella bra incorporates these support 
zones as a bottom band, unlike bras with thick foam cups
that add bulk. This construction eliminates the 
need for a separate elastic and under wire that are
uncomfortable and cause irritation. It further offers 
an anti-bounce effect so that every movement- whether it's
a casual day out or a high energy workout is met with
targeted support.

At the heart of Zoella's appeal is its commitment to
celebrating natural beauty of the female form. The Zoella 

bra presents a moldable unlined design that harmonizes
with the body's contours, eliminating the compromise
between freedom and structure to ensure the wearer feels
confident in their natural shape. In a departure from
conventional lace bras, Zoella introduces a pushup
support system that subtly enhances the natural
silhouette. This feature not only provides a lift but helps
wearers embrace their curves without sacrificing ease of
movement.

Beyond its technical engineering, Zoella stands out for its
creative and customizable designs. Embracing an edgy
aesthetic, the Zoella bra offers brands the opportunity to
maximize on creative prints and designs.

Unique features that make the Zoella bra delicate yet
durable:

• 190 GSM: The Zoella bra boasts a much lower GSM
than other thick, low impact bras or lightweight sports bras
which usually have 200 to even 300 GSM

• 4.0 Piling Resistant: Resisting wear and tear, Zoella
maintains its pristine appearance even after multiple wears

• 4.0 Snagging Resistant: Designed to withstand the rigors
of daily use, the bra remains snag-free, ensuring longevity

• Less than 5% Washing Shrinkage: Addresses a common
woe with lace undergarments—washing 
shrinkage— the Zoella bra maintains 95% of its fit and
form over time





Wurth Lanka Hosts Division Mobility Talk with
Special Guest Tino Früh

News from our Partners

In a dazzling event that captivated over 100 esteemed customers, Wurth Lanka hosted the Division Mobility Talk
yesterday, featuring a special appearance by the distinguished Tino Früh. The event, held at Water’s Edge, was
a celebration of innovation, quality, and a fitting farewell to the outgoing Managing Director, Mr. Rohan Amirthiah.

The evening kicked off with an atmosphere of excitement as customers gathered to enjoy a delightful cocktail
night, accompanied by vibrant music that set the tone for the event. Wurth Lanka took this opportunity to
showcase its diverse product range, highlighting promotions on key lines, including "Perfect Drive," "Perfection
Line," "Garage Equipment," and the highly acclaimed "Red Stripe Tools."

The highlight of the evening was the engaging presentation by Tino Früh, who masterfully conveyed the essence
of Wurth's commitment to quality. Through insightful demonstrations, Mr. Früh provided a unique glimpse into the
inner workings of the Wurth Group, reinforcing the brand's dedication to delivering excellence. 
As the night unfolded, the energy in the room mirrored the dynamic spirit of Wurth Lanka. The event was not only
a platform for showcasing products but also an opportunity to strengthen the bond with valued customers.

In a heartfelt address, Mr. Rohan Amirthiah bid farewell to his tenure as CEO, expressing gratitude for the years
of growth and success. He introduced the new CEO, Mr. Suranga Kekuluwalage, who stepped into the role with
enthusiasm and a commitment to steering Wurth Lanka towards new horizons.

The Division Mobility Talk proved to be a memorable evening, weaving together elements of innovation,
camaraderie, and a seamless transition in leadership. Wurth Lanka extends sincere appreciation to all attendees
and looks forward to a future marked by continued excellence and customer satisfaction under the leadership of
Mr. Suranga Kekuluwalage.





AHK Sri Lanka is part of the German Chamber
Network supported by the Federal Ministry for
Economic Affairs and Climate Action (BMWK).
With 150 locations in 93 countries around the
world, the members of the German Chamber
Network (AHKs) offer their experience,
connections and services to German and
companies of the respective partner countries.

Market Entry
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Committees
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Training
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Premier
Partnership 

Translation
Services

Services offered by AHK Sri Lanka

About  AHK Sri Lanka

Ms. Marie Antonia von Schönburg
Chief Delegate

Mr. Malintha Gajanayake
Head of Corporate Affairs / Export
Promotion

Ms. Keshala Dias
Marketing and Communications
Manager

Mr. Harsha Dinesh
Accountant

Ms. Shashi Jayakodi
Administration Officer

Our Team

Follow Us On:

Office Address
Delegation of German Industry and Commerce
in Sri Lanka (AHK Sri Lanka),
127 W A D Ramanayake Mawatha | 15th Floor,
Colombo 2,
Sri Lanka 

Tel. (+94) 11 2314364 |  www.srilanka.ahk.de  

Ms.  Tharangani Kulathunga
Vocational Training Manager

https://srilanka.ahk.de/en/services/market-information
https://srilanka.ahk.de/en/services/sector-committees
https://srilanka.ahk.de/en/services/vocational-education-and-training
https://srilanka.ahk.de/en/services/trade-fair-services-1
https://srilanka.ahk.de/en/services/premier-partnership
https://srilanka.ahk.de/en/services/translation-services

